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Priestley replied. " No doubt something has occurred
to prevent him."
" Shouldn't wonder. He's a busy man. I expect
he's enjoying himself, analysing the contents of some
poor devil's inside. I think I'll be getting along. I
have got to make a couple of visits to-night, before I
turn in."
Dr. Priestley accompanied Oldland to the front door.
A bitterly cold wind was blowing from the east, and a
few flakes of snow were falling. As he returned to the
study, Dr. Priestley could not blame Faversham for
staying at home, even if his duties had allowed him
leisure.
His chat with Oldland had concentrated his mind
afresh upon the Venner case. He took out the dossier,
and absently turned over the scraps of paper which it
contained. He felt that somewhere among them must be
hidden the clue which would lead to the solution of the
problem*
But where? There were so many points, all more or
less irrelevant, which had not been satisfactorily settled,
The notes which Merefield had made of Hinchliffe's will
caught his eye. Here, for instance, was one of those
points. What was the reason which induced Hinchliffe
to alter his will so drastically, assuming that a will in
favour of Christine Venner had formerly existed?
Merefield had noted the names and addresses of the
witnesses. " Theodore Millington, The Mermaid Hotel,
Bindon~on~Sea," and " Gladys Quentin, 10 Cliffe Ter-
race, Bindon-on-Sea.'* Hinchliffe had clearly been stay-
ing at the Mermaid when he made his will. Perhaps a
visit to Bind on-on-Sea, an easy journey by train from
London, would not be unprofitable.
And there was another point, so nebulous that it was
difficult to put it into convincing words, On the previous
Sunday, while Dr. Priestley was waiting in the neigh-

